W I N E TO U R S

H a u t e

C o u t u r e

CREATOR
o f win e to ur s

Bourgogne Gold Tour considers each one of its tours as a
unique and touching journey. Tailor-made, personalized
and exclusive, our wine-tours transport you into the winemaking world of Burgundy.
"Nothing great in the world has ever been accomplished without passion."
HEGEL

ROADS

t h at l e ad to k n owle d ge
Mysterious and intimidating, Burgundy does not open up
easily. You tame her, you taste her. You get to know her.
Bourgogne Gold Tour team members will take you on a
journey along her roads of knowledge.
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Côte de Beaune

BURGUNDY
AS A LEGACY
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ARTISINAL EXPERTISE
A local boy, born in the heart of a marvellous
wine-growing region, son of a chef and greatgrandson of a cooper, Youri Lebault has always
been amazed by the beauty of the Côte de Nuits
and the magic of the hills in the Côte de Beaune.
Today, his love of Burgundy is what inspires him
and his team to create tailor-made wine tours. A
self-taught man of instinct and culture, he shares
his passion for his terroir through his personal
anecdotes, his fabulous Burgundian accent and
his incredible energy.

Youri Lebault is co-author of In Climat Veritas
prefaced by prince Albert of Monaco and
preceded by a foreword by film director Cédric
Klapisch.
He is also the author of
En route vers les Climats du vignoble de Bourgogne :
" In this book, he portrays himself as a servant
of the Burgundian cause - a most noble and
universal characteristic. May he be thanked and
congratulated. "
Aubert DE VILLAINE,
Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
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BREATHTAKING
ENCOUNTERS
The Bourgogne Gold Tour Team shares their unconditional love
of Burgundy with winemakers in the area. Year after year, these
terroir specialists and producers of great wines write unique and
captivating stories. Constantly working hard, in the privacy of
their century-old cellars and in their wineries that are hidden
from view, they compose sweet melodies of happiness. And
when it’s time to taste, they open their hearts and their delicate
bottles, promising to create eternal memories.

A GENEROUS & SINCERE
JOURNEY OF DISCOVERY
On this god-blessed land, Bourgogne Gold Tour, along with
Burgundy winegrowers, shares a keen sense of hospitality and
excellence, and the desire to communicate an incredible legacy.
Each wine tour promises you a piece of Burgundy, an authentic
encounter, the boldness of hard work, an alchemy of great wine
and absolute sincerity.
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LET’S
GO !
Turn your dreams
into reality…

Gevrey-Chambertin, ChambolleMusigny, Vosne-Romanée, NuitsSaint-Georges, Beaune, Pommard,
Meursault, Puligny-Montrachet, Mercurey,
Pouilly-Fuissé, Chablis...
Thanks to Bourgogne Gold Tour, this
constellation is finally at your fingertips.
Appellation after appellation, through the
vineyards and off the beaten track with no
fixed itinerary... real luxury follows its own
intuition. Thus, each wine tour opens a new and
unpublished chapter. A truly customised journey.
Our prestige Mercedes vehicles are your setting
for this unforgettable experience.

New GLS

Cross-country 4X4 limo for the
most demanding adventurers up
to 6 passengers

New Classe V

up to 7 passengers

New Classe E

up to 4 passengers

Our vehicles are equipped with full options.
Consult us if there are more than 7 of you.
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THE ART
OF TASTING
Every passion speaks its own
language: ours finds its roots
in the depths of Burgundy,
where the word terroir echoes
throughout.
Geology, history, anecdotes, meteorology,
legends, oenology: each wine tasted is
associated with the place where it was
born. Each glass reveals individual
landscapes, soil compositions, and
the hard work of the winegrower.
The geo-sensory tasting® offered by
Bourgogne Gold Tour takes on another
dimension: the satisfaction of pleasing
your tastebuds with mythical wines is
multiplied, innumerable exchanges
nourish the experience and knowledge
sharing transcends the moment. Guided
by the strength of the terroir, the tasting
rediscovers its meaning.
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TASTE THE
TERROIR
In our opinion, Burgundy should
be enjoyed in motion. We travel,
observe and taste the terroir in
our own time. Landscapes change,
words slip into our glasses and
emotions are revealed: each Climat
tells its own story.

When a person feels good, they learn more: thanks to
his sense of empathy and to a personal pedagogical
method, Youri adapts himself to his audience, so
that everyone, whether connoisseur, neophyte or
collector, comes out more educated after having
spent an extraordinary moment with the winemakers.
Accompanied by Joachim and Fabien, Youri creates
his customised tours for small groups - families,
couples, companies, teams - in French, in English
and in German. "
Forbes Magazine
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Initiating for amateurs, vibrant for connoisseurs, poetic for the
lone and perceptible traveller, the Bourgogne Gold Tour adventure
reinvents itself with every visitor. Take a seat and let us tell you
the story of Burgundy... For more than 20 years, Bourgogne Gold
Tour has been selecting exclusive and authentic domaines, owners
of parcels (Climats) classified in Premiers Crus and Grands Crus
to help you relive the unique experience of the greatest wines of
Burgundy.
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All our guests automatically
become members of Bourgogne
Gold Tour WINE CLUB. They
have access to a selection of rare
and exclusive wines twice a year.
Membership deals and delivery in
wooden cases is included.

OUR
ONLY LIMIT
IS YOU

Each experience retains
the Bourgogne Gold Tour
characteristics and will
change your life forever: you
will have in you a fragment of
eternal Burgundy, a part of its
impenetrable secrets and a
piece of its land - classified as a
UNESCO World Heritage Site.
Luxury at its finest.
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LIVE &
LEARN
A unique opportunity to enrich
your knowledge through
authentic private wine tours

By choosing Bourgogne
Gold Tour you are choosing
to immerse yourself on a
journey through time into
the heart of the terroir.
The promise of a unique
moment, authentic and
true, far from stereotypes
and clichés. The
opportunity to learn how to
taste like a true Burgundian
winemaker.
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" Discovering our
magnificent Burgundy
heritage with the
Bourgogne Gold Tour team
is always fascinating. Their
knowledge and generosity
take us on a journey. Long
live Burgundy! "
Dominique LOISEAU
Relais Bernard Loiseau
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WINE TOUR

LA CÔTE
DE NUITS

The greatest Pinot
Noirs in the world

YOUR CUSTOMISED WINE TOUR

On the ‘Champs-É
‘Champs-Élysées’
of Burgundy, the Côte de
Nuits rolls out a Pinot
Noir red carpet. A tiny terrestrial
paradise, a multitude of terroirs
and a prodigious diversity of
parcels and vines that are wellknown all over the world.

DREAM STAGES
ON THE ROUTE
DES GRANDS CRUS
Gevrey-Chambertin

UNDERSTAND
The personality and subtlety of Pinot Noir: the
ruling grape variety in Côte de Nuits.
The diversity of the terroirs of the Côte de Nuits
through their geological particularities and precise
reading of the landscape.
The monks’ influence.

Morey-Saint-Denis

The Brotherhood of Knights of the Wine Tasting
Cup’s Tradition.

Chambolle-Musigny

The work of the winemakers.

Clos de Vougeot

The concept of Climat through a geo-sensorial
tasting®.

Vosne-Romanée
Nuit-Saint-Georges
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You travel in a luxury private vehicle, accompanied
by a bilingual guide - a lover of Burgundy wines and
local specialist. Our wine tours always consist of a
day of visits and 3 private tastings (white and red
wines, young and old vintages).

The specificities of the 24 grands crus in the Côte de
Nuits.

In Burgundy, the Climats are classified as AOC Premier
or Grand Cru, unlike Domaines or Châteaux in other
regions. Choose the wine tour you’d like according to
our suggestions below and we will select the domaines
for 3 exceptional tastings.

Amateur

Connoisseur

GOLD
TOUR

PLATINUM
TOUR

16

WINES

including 8
Premiers &
Grands Crus

18
WINES

including 12
Premiers &
Grands Crus

450 € / pers.*

750 € / pers.*

Haute Couture

Exclusive

RUBY TOUR

DIAMOND
TOUR

LIMITED EDITION 2020

Monopoles, Grands
Crus and Chocolates

20

including 14
Premiers &
WINES Grands crus
such as Clos de Tart
Grand Cru monopole
and Clos des
Lambrays Grand Cru
in 2 vintages.
1 600 € / pers.*

The ultimate tasting.
An exceptional
selection of rare
and prestigious
wines, sometimes
untraceable, and
legendary vintages. A
unique and timeless
moment for those who
want to go all out.
PRICE ON REQUEST

*Prices from Beaune or Dijon, minimum 2 people, free for children under 18 years of age. Our tours can be organized in any season.
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WINE TOUR

LA CÔTE
DE BEAUNE

Sensuous Pinot Noirs
& Chardonnays

YOUR CUSTOMISED WINE TOUR

With its golden triangle
"Meursault, Puligny Montrachet and
Chassagne", the Côte de Beaune
undoubtedly has the greatest
Chardonnays in the world ...

DREAM STAGES
ON THE ROUTE
DES GRANDS CRUS
Beaune
Pommard
Volnay
Meursault
Puligny-Montrachet
Et bien d’autres...
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You travel in a luxury private vehicle, accompanied
by a bilingual guide - a lover of Burgundy wines and
local specialist. Our wine tours always consist of a
day of visits and 3 private tastings (white and red
wines, young and old vintages).
UNDERSTAND
The diversity of the terroirs of the Côte de Beaune
through their geological particularities and a precise
reading of the landscape.
The work of the winemakers.
The influence of large wineries on the future of the
Côte de Beaune.
The astonishing history of Beaune, the capital of
Burgundy wines.
The concept of Climat through a geo-sensorial
tasting®.
The specifities of Grands Crus in PulignyMontrachet, Chassagne-Montrachet and la colline
de Corton.

In Burgundy, the Climats are classified as AOC Premier
or Grand Cru, unlike Domaines or Châteaux in other
regions. Choose the wine tour you’d like according to
our suggestions below and we will select the domaines
for 3 exceptional tastings.

Amateur

Connoisseur

GOLD
TOUR

PLATINUM
TOUR

16

WINES

including 8
Premiers &
Grands Crus

18
WINES

including 12
Premiers &
Grands Crus

450 € / pers.*

750 € / pers.*

Haute Couture

Exclusive

EMERALD
TOUR

DIAMOND
TOUR

20

including 12
Premiers &
WINES Grands crus
including the famous
Corton-Charlemagne,
Bâtard Montrachet,
Criot Batard and
the king of kings, Le
Montrachet.
1 500 € / pers.*

The ultimate tasting.
An exceptional
selection of rare
and prestigious
wines, sometimes
untraceable, and
legendary vintages. A
unique and timeless
moment for those who
want to go all out.
PRICE ON REQUEST

*Prices from Beaune or Dijon, minimum 2 people, free for children under 18 years of age. Our tours can be organized in any season.
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WINE TOUR

CÔTE DE NUITS &
CÔTE DE BEAUNE

The ultimate red and white
Two outstanding
styles, 27 appellations,
36 communes and more
than 1,200 climats create an
immutable landscape that has
been sculpted for centuries by
winegrowers.

YOUR CUSTOMISED WINE TOUR
You travel in a luxury private vehicle, accompanied
by a bilingual guide - a lover of Burgundy wines and
local specialist. Our wine tours always consist of a
day of visits and 3 private tastings (white and red
wines, young and old vintages).
UNDERSTAND
The influence of geology on Burgundy wines.

DREAM STAGES
ON THE ROUTE
DES GRANDS CRUS
68 km of happiness
2000 years of history
27 Village appellations
1247 Climats UNESCO
World Heritage sites
And many more...
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The concept of terroir, invented 2000 years ago in
Burgundy.
The diversity of the terroirs of the Côte de Beaune
and the Côte de Nuits through their geological
peculiarities and a precise reading of the landscape.
The work of the winemakers.
The classification of Burgundy wines.
The uniqueness of Burgundy Grand Crus.
The concept of Climat through a geo-sensorial
tasting®.

In Burgundy, the Climats are classified as AOC Premier
or Grand Cru, unlike Domaines or Châteaux in other
regions. Choose the wine tour you’d like according to
our suggestions below and we will select the domaines
for 3 exceptional tastings.

Amateur

Connoisseur

GOLD
TOUR

PLATINUM
TOUR

16

WINES

including 8
Premiers &
Grands Crus

18
WINES

including 12
Premiers &
Grands Crus

450 € / pers.*

750 € / pers.*

Haute Couture

Exclusive

SAPPHIRE
TOUR

DIAMOND
TOUR

The Burgundy Clos

20

including 12
Premiers et
WINES Grands crus
including minimum 8
Clos. A unique opportunity to discover the
pearls of the Burgundy
terroir: Clos de Tart,
Clos des Lambrays,
Clos de la Roche ...

The ultimate tasting.
An exceptional
selection of rare
and prestigious
wines, sometimes
untraceable, and
legendary vintages. A
unique and timeless
moment for those who
want to go all out.
PRICE ON REQUEST

1 500 € / pers. *

*Prices from Beaune or Dijon, minimum 2 people, free for children under 18 years of age. Our tours can be organized in any season.
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WINE TOUR

SOUTH OF
BURGUNDY

Nature at its finest

Follow in the footsteps
of François Mitterrand,
former French president,
who every year offered a solemn
and enchanting parenthesis at
the Roche de Solutré. A majestic
landscape and timeless ritual.

YOUR CUSTOMISED WINE TOUR
You travel in a luxury private vehicle, accompanied
by a bilingual guide - a lover of Burgundy wines and
local specialist. Our wine tours always consist of a
day of visits and 2 private tastings (white and red
wines, young and old vintages).
UNDERSTAND

DREAM STAGES

The geology of the Côte Chalonnaise, a natural
extension of the Côte de Beaune.

Rully

The rare geological phenomena of Mâconnais, the
southern terroir.

Mercurey
Givry
Pouilly-Fuissé
Saint-Véran
La Roche de Solutré

The decisive role of the monks of Cluny and
Cîteaux.
The birth of Crémant de Bourgogne.
The unique history of Gamay and Aligoté.
The work of the winemakers.
The concept of terroir through a geo-sensorial
tasting®.
The secrets of Pouilly-Fumé.
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A customised Wine
Tour including
2 exceptional
tastings at
domaines selected
exclusively by us.

Amateur

GOLD TOUR

12

Famous
Wines

490 € / pers.*

*Prices from Beaune or Dijon, minimum 2 people, free for children under 18 years of age. Our tours can be organized in any season.
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WINE TOUR

CHABLIS &
GRAND AUXERROIS

Land of discovery

Chablis, land of
minerality in Saint-Bris,
exceptional lands from
Vézelay, land of spirituality, to
Chablis and the Great Auxerrois,
which resonate as an unexpected
parenthesis.

DREAM STAGES
Chablis
Saint-Bris-le-Vineux
Irancy
Joigny
Vézelay
Et bien d’autres...
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YOUR CUSTOMISED WINE TOUR
You travel in a luxury private vehicle, accompanied
by a bilingual guide - a lover of Burgundy wines and
local specialist. Our wine tours always consist of a
day of visits and 2 private tastings (white and red
wines, young and old vintages).
UNDERSTAND
The specificities of Kimmeridgian soil and its
influence on Chablis wines.
The different faces of Chardonnay.
The concept of minerality.
The diversity of the terroirs in the north of Burgundy
through its geological peculiarities and a precise
reading of the landscape.
The work of the winemakers.
The uniqueness of Chablis Grands Crus.
The concept of Climat through a geo-sensorial
tasting®.

A customised Wine
Tour including
2 exceptional
tastings at
domaines selected
exclusively by us.

Amateur

GOLD TOUR

12

Famous
Wines

Pure minerality
& Exception of Saint
Bris (or possibility of
returning via Vézelay)

490 € / pers. *

*Prices from Beaune or Dijon, minimum 2 people, free for children under 18 years of age. Our tours can be organized in any season.
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WINE TOUR

JURA

A characteristic vineyard
Land of the great
Savagnians and
mysterious yellow
and straw wines, the Jura
welcomes you to lush preserved
greenery. A journey deep into
unknown territory, which is
both secret and promising.

YOUR CUSTOMISED WINE TOUR
You travel in a luxury private vehicle, accompanied
by a bilingual guide - a lover of Burgundy wines and
local specialist. Our wine tours always consist of a
day of visits and 2 private tastings (white and red
wines, young and old vintages).
UNDERSTAND
The special geology of the Jura.

DREAM STAGES
Château-Chalon
Arbois
L’Étoile
Côte du Jura
Les secrets du vin jaune
Et bien d’autres...

The eventful history of Jura wines and the concept
of a cooperative.
The birth of the AOC.
The uniqueness of the local Jura grape varieties:
Trousseau, Poulsard and Savagnin.
The diversity of the Jura terroirs.
The work of the winemakers.
The development of yellow wines, straw wines,
Macvin and Jura crémant.
The concept of terroir through a geo-sensorial
tasting®.
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A customised Wine
Tour including
2 exceptional
tastings at
domaines selected
exclusively by us.

Amateur

GOLD TOUR

12

Famous
Wines

490 € / pers.*

*Prices from Beaune or Dijon, minimum 2 people, free for children under 18 years of age. Our tours can be organized in any season.
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EXCEPTION
Make your dreams
come true.

33 GRANDS CRUS
2 days, 6 members and 33 Grands Crus for
a divine and enchanting parenthesis. There
are very few wine amateurs who have had the
chance to taste 33 Burgundy Grands Crus in
their life.
Imagine... Montrachet, Corton Charlemagne,
or the Clos de Tart tasted over three vintages,
La Tâche and Romanée-Conti tasted over two
vintages, as well emblematic Premiers Crus,
such as Les Amoureuses and Cros Parantoux.
You will be fascinated by the incredible aura
of this ancestral and lively land, caught in the
meanders of its history and forever enchanted by
its beverages.
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BETWEEN HEAVEN
AND EARTH
The bird’s eye view of Burgundy is even more
beautiful: aboard a hot-air balloon or a helicopter,
Bourgogne Gold Tour takes you up and beyond.

CUSTOMIZE
YOUR DIAMANT TOUR
For lovers of great Burgundy wines, the journey
never ends. Certain bottles – red as well as white –
are simply unobtainable and have become the stuff
of dreams for wine lovers all over the world.
Please feel free to contact to us to customized
your Diamant tour.

GUEST
BOOK

MOST INCREDIBLE & CUSTOMISED
PRIVATE WINE TOUR
We were so lucky to have Youri bringing us around
for a Full day tour in Côte de Nuits & Hautes Côtes
de Nuits with the most amazing and informative
private tour + VIP wine tastings at 3 Vineyards
customised to our taste. The tour was so informative,
and absolutely enjoyable. Youri is so knowledgeable
and he basically knows everyone in Bourgogne ! (...)
Will definitely join again when we visit Bourgogne
again in the future. Highly recommended !

Reviews of the
Bourgogne Gold Tour

TINAKHONGKONG - Hong Kong, China
TOP NOTCH WINES, PERFECT GUIDE !
Wonderful day of exploring the complex vineyards
of burgundy. Youri is incredibly knowledge and
a fun teacher. He took me to three top notch
wineries, with many fabulous wines to taste. Highly
recommended !
F3637HCCHRISTIANP - London, UK

For more reviews, visit our TripAdvisor page.

Oenotourism
Award

BEAUTIFUL BOURGOGNE WINE
EXPERIENCE
Joachim provided excellent information on
the history, wine education and tasting in the
Macon area. We enjoyed a terrific local lunch
and appreciated his attention to detail. Top notch
experience !
JKAVANAGH51 - South Carolina, USA

Certificate of Excellence
2014 - 2015 - 2016 - 2017 - 2018
GAGNANT STAR Award

The Vignobles &
Découvertes Label

M O R E T H A N 500 R E V I E W S , 99% E X C E L L E N T *
*source TripAdvisor January 2019
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SIGNATURE
SERVICES
PRIVATE TASTINGS
Bilingual guide (French / English), also available in German
Private transport in luxury vehicles
Private concierge
Wine shipping to 20 countries
Transfers, pre and post shipment in France and Europe

SPECIAL REQUESTS
Tours of vineyards in hot air balloons or helicopters
Wine tours accompanied by a professional photographer

BOURGOGNE GOLD TOUR
Also includes:
Team building on the local terroir
Customised services for VIP groups
Seminars in vineyards
Events dedicated to Wine Clubs

We share our love of the terroir with several private
partners. If you wish, we can help you discover
Champagne, the Rhone Valley or the wines of
Bordeaux.
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The demand for reservation involves acceptance of these
terms and conditions and the complete and unconditional
acceptance of their provisions.
• ARTICLE 1 - PRICES
All prices are given in euros and are inclusive of tax. The prices
given only cover the services specifically mentioned in the
booking and costs linked to the vehicle and the driver. Any additional expenses are payable by the customer.
• ARTICLE 2 - TERMS OF PAYMENT
2.1 - Deposits
To secure the booking we reserve the right to request payment
of a deposit by credit card. The deposit can be up to 50% of
the total price.
2.2 - Methods of payment
The provider accepts credit cards (Visa or Mastercard), bank
transfers and cash.
2.3 - Payment Deadlines
All services must be paid for immediately by individuals and
companies. No delay is tolerated. Payment of any sums due
to the provider must be made following delivery of the service.
• ARTICLE 3 - AMENDMENTS
3.1 - Amendments made by the Customer
In accordance with Article L221-28-12 of the Consumer Code
applicable to contracts concluded at a distance and off premises,
the services offered by the Service Provider are not subject to the
right of withdrawal.
Any request for amendments to the service must be made at least
thirty (30) days before the date of the service and formulated in
writing. Any shortened service or any service not made use of by
the Customer does not give rise to any refund or compensation.
If the Customer has purchased optional insurance covering these
events, he must comply with the terms and conditions set out in
the insurance policy that has been issued to him.
3.2 - Amendments made by the Provider
If, prior to departure, an external event is imposed on the Service Provider forcing him to modify an essential element of the
contract concluded with the Customer, the Customer will be
notified, on a durable medium, as soon as possible. He will
be able to choose between an amended service or a replacement service. The Customer may either accept the proposed
amendment or cancel the contract. The Customer who opts
for the cancellation may obtain the full refund of the deposit
within fourteen (14) days at the latest after the termination of
the contract. Unless otherwise stated, the Customer must give
his decision (acceptance of the amendment or termination)
within a maximum of seven (7) days from receipt of the aforementioned information. If the Customer fails to respond within
this time, he will be deemed to have accepted the proposed
amendment.

• ARTICLE 4 - CANCELLATION FEES
4.1 - Cancellation due to the customer
Without prejudice to the collection of the deposit referred to
in section 2.1:
- Cancellation by the customer does not incur any costs if made
at least 30 calendar days before the date of the delivery of the
service and cancellation within this period gives rise to a full
refund of the deposit paid in under 30 days;
- Half the price will be due if, for whatever reason, a cancellation is made between 30 and up to 5 days before the delivery
of the service.
- The full price will be due if the cancellation, for whatever reason, comes less than 5 days before the date of the delivery
of the service.
Cancellation of a reservation must be made in writing to the
Provider.
Should the customer be delayed more than 30 minutes after
the agreed time of departure, the booking will be cancelled.
4.2 - Assignment of the Contract
In accordance with the provisions of Article L. 211-11 of the Tourism Code, the Customer may assign his contract to a person
who meets all of the conditions applicable in this contract. The
assignor and the assignee shall be jointly and severally liable
for the payment of the balance of the price and for any fees
or other additional costs present as a result of such assignment. Any request for transfer of the contract must be made
in writing to the Provider at least five (5) days before the date
of the service.
4.2 - Cancellation due to the provider
Cancellation by the provider gives rise to a full refund within 30
days, without any compensation.
• ARTICLE 5 - SERVICE AND OBLIGATIONS
The service is subject to French law and in particular the
highway code. The driver and passengers are obliged to
respect traffic laws. Speed limits must be respected and all
passengers must wear their seat belt at all times. The customer
is required to behave in a courteous manner to both the driver
and the other passengers. The provider reserves the right to
terminate the service without compensation for the customer
in case of inappropriate behaviour including cases involving a
breach of safety rules. It is forbidden to load oversized luggage. The customer is responsible for all personal effects.
The provider assumes no liability for the damage, loss or theft
thereof.
• ARTICLE 6 - LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
The provider cannot be held liable for any delay, rerouting or
cancellation due to events outside of their control (accident,
mechanical breakdown of vehicle, traffic or road works,
weather conditions, instructions of the local public authorities)
or in case of absolute necessity.

• ARTICLE 7 - ADMINISTRATIVE AUTHORIZATIONS AND
INSURANCE
In accordance with current regulations:
- The provider is registered with the Association of Tour Operators (number IM021130006), which allows them to offer a
package deal (covering transport, visits to wine cellars and
tastings).
- The provider is also registered with the Association of
Passenger Car Operators with driver (registration number
EVTC021140005) so as to provide all types of passenger transport.
- The provider has full comprehensive insurance cover with the
Company Groupama, Grand Est branch.
• ARTICLE 8
In accordance with law n° 78-17 of January 6, 1978 relating to
data processing, files and leeway, as well as RGPD, you have
the right to access your data (article 15 of the RGPD) to obtain
communication and if necessary obtain rectification or erasure
(articles 16 and 17 of the RGPD), through an online access to
your file. You can also contact us at:
- e-mail address: contact@bourgognegoldtour.com
- postal address: 41, rue Maufoux 21200 Beaune
We remind you that any person may, for legitimate reasons,
request the limitation to the processing of data concerning him
(article 18 of the GDPR) or oppose this procedure (articles 21
and 22 of the RGPD).
We inform you that in case of rectification or erasure of your
personal data, as well as limitation of procedures, carried out
following a request on your part, we will notify these modifications to the persons to whom we have communicated your
data, unless such communication is impossible (Article 19 of
the RGPD).
• ARTICLE 9 - LITIGATION, LAWS AND JURISDICTIONS
In the event of a dispute, the Customer and the Provider will
first seek an amicable solution before taking any legal action.
If the Customer is dissatisfied with the amicable settlement of
disputes by the Provider, he can contact the Travel and Tourism
Mediator:
MTV Mediator:
Mr Jean-Pierre TEYSSIER
Médiation Tourisme et Voyage -BP 80 303
75 823 Paris Cedex 17
www.mtv.travel
In case of translation of these terms and conditions of service
and transport into a foreign language, only the version in the
French language prevails.
The provision of the service falls under French law. Legal disputes will be dealt with by the Dijon law courts.

BGT EXPLOITATION - SAS with a capital of 10 000 € - Registered office: 41, rue Maufoux 21200 BEAUNE - 842 148 769 RCS DIJON / lessee-manager of SARL BOURGOGNE GOLD
TOUR VAT number intra-community: FR 33 842148769 / E-mail: contact@bourgognegoldtour.com / Telephone: +33 (0) 6.60.88.50.55 / registered in the owners of cars with drivers
register under the number EVTC021140005 / registered in the owners of travel and accommodation register under the number IM021130006

Alcohol abuse endangers your health, drink only in moderation
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SERVICE AND TRANSPORT - 2020

Do not hesitate to contact us if you require further
information. We are open 7 days a week, from 8am
to 8pm.
contact@bourgognegoldtour.com
+33 (0)6 60 88 50 55
www.bourgogne-gold-tour.com

N°1 BEAUNE & N°1 BOURGOGNE
Certificate of Excellence for the last 5 years
GAGNANT STAR Award

EN - FEBRUARY 20

CONTACT &
RESERVATIONS

